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depended. upon this d&cisionrof the pope so long ago. The whold future of those laññ.s

(6 1/2)
up to . Itts very interesting to see the difference important between Brazil

and the other countries. Portuguese culture has affected it in many ways very differently

from the Spanish culture, and of course they use the Portuguese language entirely there, where

elsewhere they use the Spanish language, and. Spanish was one of the easiest languages to

learn but Pctuguese is very far from it. Portugese is in many ways far more difficult.

It is harder to pronounce, and its endings are far more difficult than those in Spanish.

Well, now you want to keep in mind the relationship to our country. If you draw a line

right about here, it will go north U New York. So you see that practically all of this

country is East of up here. It:corresponds to what would. be out in the middle of the

Atlantic Ocean. So it was natural that Portugaul, which had Africa supposedly, should

also get that section of Latin America. From that on the Portuguese tried to explore

this area; but the Spanish, coming with Columbus's di,%ion from San Salvador up there

near 6o1a, began exploring that region and. the northern end here of South America. So

they each proceeded to learn something about this region and they were determined not to

let any other country in on it at all. It was their discovery even though Colubus was an
(8)

Itlain. They had given him the money. He had. been in with the flag o Spain.

This territory belonged. to them, and for centuries France and Britand Holland. had. practically

no part in this hemisphere at all. It was almost entirely for Spain and Portugual. It

just so happened that had. plenty to do without taking much interest in the territory we lige
didn't

in today. It wasn't because theY)feè1 that they owned this country that England got it, but

that they rather neglected itbecause of so much elde they had. to explore. Now the Poutuguese

ships began exploring this area. American Vaspucious came with the Portuguese ships on two

of these ships. And. all up and dovm here you see names which remind you of the time when
(8 1/2) (7)

they made a certain landing. This appears sunpast. This word sunpust properly
(?)

is phudo-sunpust, which is all saints; and all saints in the Roman calendar is the last day

of act. It is the date of the evening of which Luther nailed up his thesis. Of course that

(9;)was a few years later. But the reason that this place is called , is was on

Oct. 31
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